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Military Ball To Be Held February 14
Ilna!
IlIid.

Scabbard and Blade has been
working earnestly the past
couple of months to make the
31st annual Military Ball the
best ever. The Military Ball
party weekend will highlight
this year's social activities at
UMR. It is going to be held at
the National Guard Armory on
February 14, from 9 p.m. to
1 a.m.
Different from previous
years, the Queen who will reign

over this year's Military Ball
will be chosen only by personnel interviews with the girls
instead of by attendance voting.
The interviews will be conducted on Saturday morning by
the five officers of Scabbard
and Blade and "by five professors. They are Dr. Beveridge,
Dr. Martin, Dr. Oetting, Professor Bobbitt, and Major Bartlett. The Queen will be chosen
from 12 candidates representing various campus organiza-

St. Pat's Preparation
Hastened By Initial ..Signs
As the days of the second
semester begin slowly passing
by, preparation for the upcoming St. Patrick's celebration
begins intensifying the greatest of all party weekends for
the Miners .
As one walks across campus, initial signs of the occasion have already started to
show. Many Miners are upholding the traditional growing
of beards in honor of St. pat's
arri val. Others have yet to
start, but St. Pat has been assured they will have left the
ranks of the beardless before
his annual visit.
For the month of February
the Board has planned to show
their second and final benefit
movie, the money being used to
provide bands for the students
on Friday and Saturday of the
weekend. The movie this semester is "Texa s Across the
River" and will be shown tonight, February 11 at the Uptown. Showings will be featured at 6: 30 and 9: 30, and
tickets may be purchased in
from
any Board
advance
member or at the door.

NOTICE!
The Student Union will
sponsor a dance this Fri day from 8:00-12:00 p.m.
Music will be provided by
the Impassions in the Student
Ballroom.
Union
Dress will be coat and tie.

NOTICE!
Tickets for the 1970Military Ball will be on sale at
the Student Union, Thurs.,
Fri., and Saturday of this
week for $3.75 per couple.
The ball will be held Saturday evening of valentines
from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
the National Guard Armory.

tions. T he candidates will be
presented at the Valentines
dance Friday night in the Student Union at 9: 30.
The Coronation will be at
10:00 with Major General R.R.
P lager, Director of Military

Engineering for the Office of
M1l1tary Engineering, doing the
honors. The Queen will be presented with a Silver Tea Service, the first runner-up with a
Silver Tray, and the second
runner-up with a Silver Revere

Bowl.
Entertainment for the night
will be by the "SoulsterRevue."
Tickets are on sale from the
ROTC Department or from a
member of Scabbard and Blade
for $3.75.

General Lectures Present
Don Cooper, Hans Schweiger

The UMR Student Council's
General Lectures Committee
will host guitarist Don Cooper
in another mini-concert. The
concert will be held in the StuTo further inc~ease student dent Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.
and faculty particillation and the tonight. Students must present
spirit of St. pat's, the tradi- a valid student identification
tional sweatshirts, hats, gar- card at the door for admission.
ters, and buttons are again being
1magine, if you. will, a voice
sold. This year, however, that comes up like a feathery
everyone will have easy ac- fire, that whispers like a steel
cess to these various souvenirs. spring, and coaxes out a lyric
Starting Thursday, February so solidly wed to the mus ic
12, the Board will sell all of that you can't tell which is
these articles at their office which. Imagine, if you will, a
located just behind Traffic Safvoice that has the fl avor of
ety facing "the Student Union. wheat fields and the husky scent
The office will be open every of the backlands, a touch of the
weekday from 12 noon to 4 mountains and the flatlands in
P.M. So corne on over and buy between . Conjure up an image
one for both your date and your- of a soft- spoken, determined
self.
young lad with soulful blue
With the cooperation of all eye s, dark blond hair and a
Miners and with the Board pre- look of outdoors with the
sently hard at work, we'll be strength of all the lush, rOlling
able to make thi s the best St. farmland, tilled and planted,
Pat's ever.
ready to burst with ripe
produce . Im agine a little boy
grown to a man, a cougar cub
growling for its dinner, a flight
of long-necked geese ove rhead,
and you' ve just begun to put together what a young man from
the midwest named Don Coope r
The University of Missouri i s all about. He gets up with
Board of Curators has a pproved a straight guitar (no wires, no
tbe a ward of three contracts tube s, amplifie rs, just fingers!)
totaling $1, 569,225 for cons- and begins to accompany himtructing an Engineering Scien- self as he sing s hi s songs of
ces Research Building at UMR. today, yesterday and tomorrow
The building, to contain - - out of his own memory,
out of his own existence, the
three stores and a basement, thunder and e motion, the nowwill be built on tbe north edge ness of the youth of today,
of tbe drill field along 16tb mixed with the promise of the
Street. The structure will future and a hint of what has
measure 86 by 128 feet. Cons- passed. It's blues, folk-rock,
hip-rock, country and western
truction is expected to take
and guts on a guitar, poetry
about 18 months.
The building will house la- phrased in a timeless idiom -boratories, shops, offices and all this a lot more, is the music of Don Cooper!
other lacilities will be devoted
Don Cooper was born, April
entirely to interdisciplinary
13th, 1947, in Kansas OIty,
type research focused heavily Missouri, moved to St. paul,
toward environmental pro- Minnesota, when he was four.
blems. The research will include work by most of the
departments of the School of
Engineering.
Firms a warded construction
contracts on the building, the
amount of their bids and work
to be performed are:
Moval Contractors, Inc.,
Washington, Mo., $906,150, for
general construction.
Associate Engineering Co.,
St.LouIs, $499,985,for plumbling, heating, ventilating and
air-conditioning.
Howerton ElectrIc Co., Inc.
Jefferson City, Mo., $163,090,
for electrical work.
The bunding will match the
Hans Schweiger
(Continued on Page 10)

His father's work in sales then
took him to Milwaukee, where
he attended high school up to his
sophomore year, then moved
back to St. Paul, and a year
later, back to K. C., as his
father advanced to a new company and new work. Don went
to Columbia, Missouri and attended the University of Missouri as an English major,
wi th psychology as a minor.
He feels that college benefitted
him a great deal and soon expects to complete his work for

ed blues and standards mostly when be worked around, occasionally, he would throw in
one of his own originals to
good acceptance.
His personal manager, Pete
Shanaberg, also from Columbia,
carne out of Columbus, Ohio,
and also was always in love
with music. althougb he paid
his dues by selling insurance.
He played drums, met Don on
campus while visiting his alma
mater, heard him and thought
he was as good as anyone he'd

New Building

For ~esearch

Don Cooper
a bachelor's degree in Educa- ever heard and decided to hantion. He now considers Co- dle him.
lumbia horne, has a married
Together, Pete and Don
sister in Minneapolis.
made some demo tapes oiDon's
He always remembers be- VOice, guitar and material, and
ing interested in mus ic, sang in Pete c arne to New York cold,
church, in eighth grade began but with a professional mien,
to play the ukelele and went on knocked on a few doors. When
to the guitar in high school, Fred Munao oi the Big Seven
accompanying himself and be- inusic publishing companies
gan writing songs.
heard the tapes (they made 25
As a high school freshman, cuts of Don in an hour and a
Don s ang in a rock'n'roll group ha1fl!), he brought them toMorfor a few months , playing local ris Levy, President of Roudances for the school. Always lette Records. Levy listened
in the back of his mind, he and said, "We'll sign him'"
had the thought of playing pro- They made their deal within
fessionally, and yet, when it the same amount of time Don
happened, it seemed to even- had taken to cut his demo
tuate while he was going to tape, after Morris Levy had
college, as he played and sang again heard him live, together
in small c lubs in and around with Neil Galligan and Hutch
the Midwest, for local do's and Davie of Big Seven and Planein coffee houses.
tary Music, which will publish
Without purposefully turn- Don's material.
ing pro, Don found he was writ(Continued on Page 10)
ing songs and although he play-
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ILambert, Blue Key Man IStudents Honored At Meeting
Blue key has selected John
Lambert as its Man of the
Month for October. John, aMechanical Engineering m aJ 0 r
from Indiana, Pennsylvania, is
a very active member of Tau
Kappa EpSilon Social Fraternity
where he has served as President , Vice-President, Treasurer, Chaplain, and Assistant
Pledge Trainer.
John was Treasure r of the
Student Council last year. He
has also held the offices of
Treasurer of Blue Key, Secretary of Theta Tau, and Pre-

sident, Vice-President, and
Treasurer of A.I.A.A. He is
also a member of Alpha Phi
Omega Service Fraternity,
A.S.M.E., and M-Club.

Waterhole #3

Jchn E. Lambert

.F ast talking, car e f r e €
gambler Cole (James Coburn)
acquires a treasure map. The
pursuit of the buried gold leads
all concerned after Coburn.
(even the Sheriffs daughter) Before the ending the treasure
has changed hands a few times
between the sheriff, some
thieves and Coburn. Everything in this sex and slapstick
spoof is strictly for laughs.

John also has excelled in
sports at U.M.R. having earned
two letters in varsity track.
He also participated in intramural I.:asketball, tennis and
football, where as quarterback
he led TEKE to an outstanding season this fall.
John was Ii sted in Who's Who
in Ameri can Colleges and Universitie s this year to top off
an excellent co llege career.

509

UPTOWIt- THEATRE

By Pruitt-Igoe Council

UMR students who participated in the Pruitt-Igoe emergency rellef project in St. Louis
early in January were honored
at a meeting at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday, February 4, in the Physics Auditorium.
Elmer Hammonds,
president of the Pruitt- Igoe Neighborhood Advisory Council, presented certificates of appreciation to representati ves of ail organizations which partiCipated
in the rellef operations. He
also presented plaques to Wesle y Foundation and Gamma Alpha Delta, campus organizations
which coordinated the work.
Richard Fulton, executive
vice president of the St. Louis
Junior Cha mber of Commerce
and director of the Easton-Taylor Gateway Center, was the
speaker. His was "The Chan-

THURS. FRI. SAT.
Feb. 12-14

ging
Mood in America's
Cities." The meeUngwas sponsored Jointly by the Wesley
Foundation and the Association of Black Students.
Preceding
the
meeting,
faculty members and leaders of
student organizations involved
in the relief project and the two
St. LoUis men were guests at
a dinner at Zeno's at 6 p.m.
During the period January
12-17, five UMR faculty and
staff members and 120 students
from 12 organizations lllrticipated In the emergency relief
project when flooding from broken water pipes left more than
10,000 Pruitt-Igoe public'housing residents without heat,
electricity and water.
The students gave some 1000
man hours of work in St. Louis
(Continued on Page 10)
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EvaMarieSaint
SPECIAL SATURDA Y
MATINEE
Feb. 14
For Entire Family - 2p.m.

"HOT MILLIONS"
Peter Ustinov &
Maggie Smith
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Fllaker S~lected President
Of Missouri Universities
University of MissouriRolla Chanc;ellor Merl Baker
Ii'a s been chosen to serve as
president of the Missouri Association of Colleges and Universities for 1970 and 1971.
The Missouri Association -of
Colleges and Universities represents all public and private
- -colleges In the State ofMissou- rio Its purpose is to work
better serving the
toward
needs of higher education in
the State and planning among

the different institutions.
can SOCiety for Engineering
Dr. Baker holds Ph.D. and Education, Missouri and Kenmaster's degrees from Purdue tucky Societies for Professional
University and a B.S. degree Engineers, Kentucky Academy
from the University of Ken- of SCience, NewcomenSociety of
tucky. He has headed the Rolla North America, Phi Eta Sigma,
campus of the University of Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, Chi
Missouri since 1963.
EpSilon, Phi Kappa Phi, PI
His memberships in nu- Tau Sigma, Sigma Pi Sigma,
merous professional, honorary Omicron Delta Kappa, Blue Key
and service organizations in- and Lamp and Cross.
clude: American Society of
He belongs to Scabbard and
Heating, Refrigerating and Alrconditioning Engineers, Ameri- Blade (military organization)
and the Association of the United States Army. He isamember of the Honorable Order of
Kentucky Colonels.

Cervantes Challenges
UMR Graduates
"Unless this nation and this
state find a way during the next
10 years to Improve the quallty
of life in our great urban centers, there is serious doubt
that our American system can
survive." so spoke St. Louls
· Mayor Alfonso J. Cervantes
:-it the UMR Winter Commence: ment exercises held at 2 p.m.
: In the Multi-Purpose Bullding
• on January 25. The mayor
: spoke to some 443 UMR gra: duates and their guests atten• ing the ceremony.
He called the United States
of 1970 an urban society.
"Looking specifically to the
urban problems in Missouri,"
Cervantes said,
"Missouri
today ranks about 13th in population and despite the stereotype
of our state as a farm country,
it is one of the nation's most
highly urbanized. Eighty-four
, percent of Missouri's households are now concentrated in
: the urban areas in and around
COlumbia,Kansas City,Sprlng: field, St. Joseph and st. Louls.
: This is a trend which is certain
• to be even more pronounced by
~ 1980."
.
Special urban problems
which he cited included pollu• tion of the air, traffic congestion and poor living conditions.
~
He called for commitment
at local, . state and federal Ie, vels government.
"One of the most important

.-

steps requlred Is to untie the
hands of local government,"
he said, "Local governments
must be free to act on any
problem unless definitive state
action is taken."
"Ther.e is a critical need
for state action in the urban
area."
"To end the disparities in
quality of education which exist
in Missouri, the state should
assume full financial responsibility for all of Missouri's public schools. This will requlre
added financlai support from the
Federal government. It will
permit the state to fund local
education OIL the basis of need,
and eliminate situations where
the poor child with the greatest
educational requirements recei ves the worst education,
while his counterpart in an
affluent
suburb benefits the
public expenmost from
ditures."
He said the state must become an active partner with
other levels of government and
with the private sector in the
area of housing. Numerous
fields such as health, manpower training, culture and
others demand state attention,
he said.
He said there is
a dire need to provide regional
juvenile facilities inMissourl's
urban centers.
"There must be a major
shift 0 f responsibility in some
(Continued on Page 6)

Chancellor Baker serves on
the American Council on Education's ad hoc committee on
Indirect Costs and In 1967, served on a special com mitte of
the National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges of which UMR is a
member. He also belongs to the
Purdue Alumni Association and
UMR's Alumni Association, the
UMR Miner Booster Club, Rotary International and the Missouri Athletie Club.

More News t; Views
The Miuouri

UNIY.ISITY

Peggy Is a twenty year old, five
foot six Inch tall stra wherry
blonde. She graduated from
Lindberg High School In 1967
The members of the Captain and attended Mera mec CommuSylvan K. Bradley Memorial nity College for one year. Miss
Compiny of the Association of Slavik Is presenUy employed as
the United States Army aro a computer operator by the
proud to tave Miss Wendy Wa. Army Aviation Systems Comters as their candicate for queen mand in St. Louls. She enjoys
of the Military Ball. Wendy Is swimming and playing golf.
a resident of Rolla and is one Peggy Is engaged and will be
of our UMR coeds. Most stu- excorted by her fiance, cadet
dents would protably recognize LTC Richart K. Thomson.
Wendy as the cheerleader with
Winnette Mason
the long auburn hair. Some Thomas Jefferson Association
others have seen her at other
Thomas Jefferson AssociaROTC functions since this is the tion proudly presents Miss Winsecond year she tas served as nette Mason as their candicaBrigade Sponsor--this year she te for the 1970 Mllltary Ball
is the Honorary Cadet Brigade Queen.
Participiting in exCommander. OutSide of these tracurricular activities In high
activites and studying, Wendy school, Wlnnette has been acoccupies her time worklfig il." tl ve in such areas as musician
the Student Council secretary tlve In such areas as music
and serving on two Student Union in which she was a Rlember
Committees. We're sure that of the tand and chorus attenyou will agree with us that ding state music contest and
Wendy would be an outstanding various clinlcs.
She was a
queen.
member of the "Wayfaring
Mistrels" a folk grouP. Being
Peggy Ann Slavik
active In sports she tas letteKappi Sigma
red In numerous conference
The brothers of Kappi Sigma sports and was an active pep
are proudtopresentMlssPegv club member, and was a cheerAnn Slavik as thier 1970 MI- leader. Besides being OIl the
Utary Ball Queen ca.ndicate. Honor Roll, she was an en-

Of MISSOUII -

IOLLA

SECOND FRONT PAGE

Leone Discusses Results
Student Union Referendum
In a Miner Interview with
Student Body President Jack
Leone, the results of the January 15 Student Referendum
concerning the fee Increase
necessary for a new University Center were discussed.

LEONE: Of 1855 students scheduled the referendum for
casting tallots, 45% favored the January 15, so ttat the results
$10 fee Increase, 21% favored could be presented to the Beard
the $7 Increase and 34% oppo- of Curators at their February
sed the fee increase.
meeting. They are to consider
MINER: Can 1855 students the proposal and either approve
be considered a good turn out? or reject our request for a fee
LEONE: In light of the cir- Increase.
MINER: What were the recumstances I consider it an
At present there seems to be
sults of the voting?
acceptable turn out. There no reason as to why the Board of
were two factors working Curators would disapprove of
against us--many
students
our proposed University Cenhad a n extremely heavy lead ter. It is being funded strictthe week before finals and the ly through student fees and primajor pirt of the publicity did vate funds at no construction
not appear in the MINER until costs to the University system.
tnuslaStlc j:Il"ttli;lpiDt ln speech the cay before the referendum.
Since semester break, there
drama, and also went to the The Student Council, however, has been a new development
Science Fair two consecutive felt that 35% of the students which has resulted In a postyears.
In college, Winnette voting constituted a valid and ponement of the presentation to
cheerleader and intramural adequate sample of student opi- the Board of Curators until their
manager. Sbe is a member nion.
March meeting. Let me emphaof the Special Events and HosMINER: Can you give us an size that this delay tas In 110
pitality Committees.
Interpretation of the results as way affected the cate of the befar as student opinion Is conginning of the construction. The
Susan Lyn Mabrey
cerned?
postponement Is due to the fact
Delta Sigma Phi
LEONE: The results defini- that we are now petitioning the
The men of Delta Sigma Phi tely show 't hat the UMR students federal Depirtment of Housing'
proudly call your attention to want a new University Center. and Urtan Development for aid
their candicate for Military Ball With two out of three students since It does cover Interest subQueen, Miss Susan Mabrey.Su- voting to Increase the fee to sidies over 3% in cases Similar
san Is presently a sophomore finance the new structure, It to our own. This would mean
a t Southwest Missouri State col- should Indicate to the Beard that an additional $100,000
lege majoring In SOCiology. Her of Curators that students de- would be available for the new
activities Include Sigma Kappi finitely want, and are willing to University Center if HUD
sororlety, College YoungRepu- support the financing of Ptase I approves of our petition. We
bllcans, and Sociology Club. She of the construction. It is my ha ve everything to gain from
stands 5'4" and has carkbrown opinion that a sizable portion such a n action and nothing to
hair and brown eyes. Her In- of those who voted against the lose.
terests Include playing the fee Increase, do want a new
MINER: Can you tell us if
organ, cancing, chesSl.nd traUniversity Center, but feel that we can expect the HUD aid?
veling. Born In Panama, she they cannot afford the fee InLEONE: Although there is
has lived inGermanyandJapin. crease. Also at the time of certalniy nothing definite yet,
After graduation, Susan hopes to the referendum, students were It looks promiSing for us.
contribute to the betterment of paying their fees for the Spring
MINER: After the proposal
mankind through social work or semester, and this was bound goes to the Board of Curators,
child care. Her consclentiou:. to ha ve an adver se effect on the wha t Is next and how will the
attitude
and sincerity of student's attitudes toward In- UMR student be affected?
purpose, combined with her creasing fees.
LEONE: Initial construction
beauty and poise, make her the
MINER: Now that the refe- for the University Center should
choice candica te for Military rendum has been held, what Is begin In September ofthis year.
Ball Queen.
next?
The reason we want to get cons(Continued on Page 16)
LEONE:
(Continued on Page 6)
OrigiuaUy,

MilHary Ball Queen Candidates
Wendy Waters
ASSOCiation of the United States
Army

'1N E R
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Suffrage

f."

The com ing year will see a
nation wide campaign to get the
vote for IB- year-old s. I'm against it .
True, we a ll agree that IByear - olds are mature enough
to zap the enemy in Vietnam
and be zapped in return. But
are they qualified to choose
which le ade rs wi ll send them
off to zap and be zapped?
Why, in most States, an
IB-year-old isn't even considered old enough to get drunk.
If a man i sn ' t qu alified to get
drunk, I say , he certainly isn't
qualified to vote these days.
Moreover, it's generally recognized that every young person, on reaching the age of 17,
immediately turns rotten . He
remains rotten until he turns
30.
A t least that u sed to be the
c ase until I turned 40 about five
year s ago. Since then, I' ve noticed an increasing number of
rotten 35- and 39- year- oldswho
don' t think as I do. Never trust
anyone under 40, I say.
Thus, instead of lowering the
minimum voting age to IB, it
would make far more sense to
raise it to- -Iet's be on the safe
side here--45.

***

Nor should we allow those
over 45 to cast ballots . Anyone
over 45, I've found, exhibits
touches of senility . (Though less
so with each passing year.) And
we don't want senile voters
electing the seni le Congressmen
who run things on Capitol Hill.
We can do that ourselves.
Women, of course, must be
disenfranchised . Do you r ealize
that since we gave women the
vote, this country has seen thre.e
major war s, one great depression and more than a million traffic accidents?
But the electorate shouldn't
be composed of all 45-year - old
males. Not all 45- year-old
males are qualified. I know of
several who are short- s ighted,
confused , brainless or who have
other handic aps that prevent
them from voting my way.
We mustn't give the vote ,
for example, to skinny 45-year old males. Do we want a bunch
of health nuts running the country? Nor the grossly obese .
Gluttony has no place in our
democracy. Ten pounds overweight reflects maturity and
moderation.
We s hould, then , restrict
the franchise to slightly- overweight,
45- year-old tennis
players. Show me a s lightly
- overweight, 45-year - old tenni s player and I'll show you a
man who's been ennob led by the
vicissitudes . of life, a weak
backhand and innumerable defeats.
This does not, naturally,
apply to left-handed tennis players (whose serve devious ly)
bounces the wrong way) nor to
supe r b playe rs (who are snotty)
nor poor players (who are
pushy) nor to those who don't
drink martinis nor to . ": •.

** *

But enough, I'm s ure you
see the wi sdom of Ii mi ting the

In

hOpes
JIlost \

electorate
to s li ghtly -ove r
weight, right-handed, greeneyed,
martini -drinking, 45year-old, mediocre tennis play ers with weak backhands.
And once the neces sary legislation has been passed, I
pledge to select the leaders who
will guide your destiny as best
I can. Have faith in me.
Of course, if you object to
someone else se lecting the
leaders who will guide your destiny, think of how the IB-yearold s feel.
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1970)
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The disclosure that the
White House had been leased to
Walt Disney Productions caused lIttle surprise among those
who had been closely following
recent developments in Washington.
The first hint, of course,
was the new uniforms for the
White House security force.
While some said the guards now
looked like G Hbert a nd Sulli van
tenors and others c0mpared
them to drum majorettes, the
costumes were obviously pure
Disneyland.
A few days later, Mr. and
Mrs. Nixon launched the first
of a series of "Evenings of
Entertainment at the White
House." The star was neither
Pablo Casa ls nor LeonardBernsteing, but that popular comedian, Red Skelton, who wowed
the audience with innocuous
jokes and sentim enta l skits.
The fo llowing week, when a
r efreshment stand was opened
for tourists in the East Room ,
the secret could no longer be
kept.
Mr. Nixon, himself, made
the disclosure when asked
point-blank about the rumors
at his next press conference.
"Let me say this about
that," said the PreSident,
frowning sincerely into the television camera. "I plan to save.
your tax dollars no matter how
unpopular such a program may
be in certa in quarter s. I think
this is my duty. And this lease
is the first step toward putting
our cherished American government on a paying basis."
Terms of the lease were not
disclosed. A spokesman for
Disney Productions denied reports that the name ofthe White
House would be changed to
"Disneyland East."
He said it would be called
"Historyland." It would be oper ated, he said, in a "dignified,
wholesome manner in keeping
with its historiC significance."
Only a modest revolving neon
sign will be erected a top the
cupola to attract tourists.
The spokesman said a study
showed that the present flow of
(C ontinued on Page 9)

Deadline for copy is Fr.iday, for printing on the following
Wednesday, unless special arrangements are made with the
Editor. Copy may be submitted at the Miner office on
the second floor of Bldg. T -14 of placed In the mail drop on
the first floor of the Rolla Bldg.
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All letters for the Student
Forum must be submitted by
F rida y to be printed on the
following Wednesday. Letters
must be Signed, but names will
not be pri nted if requested.

Conduct
VarSity athletics at UMR
ha ve matured to the point where
our athletes can compete with

Big Brother
Progra m Starts
For Fresh men
COLUMBIA, Mo.--Big Brother is watching you, especially
if you're a fres hm an engineering student at a big Mi dwest
university.
It's all par t of EBBAC (Engineering Big Brother Advisement Council), a program set
up by upperc lass students at
the College of Engineering, Un.
iversity of Missouri-Columbia.
The objective is to help freshman engineers adjust as quickly
and painlessly as possible to
the unfamiliar academic and
social worlds of a 21,000 student campus.
PartiCipation i s volunt ary.
Upon request , the new freshman is assigned to an upperclass engineering student who
tells him what engineering i s
all about and helps him establish good study habits. He
also answers questions the
freshman engineer might have
on s ubjects not necessarily related to his enginee ring studies
-- like college girls, for example.
The upperclassman, who ' s
already been through it all and
survived, te lls it like it is.
And this instant insight can
help the fr eshman engineer over
some of the ear ly rough spots
of campus life, both acade mic
and social.
The program is administered by the student council of the
College of Engineering, Uni versity of Missouri-Columbi a .

other colleges of simitar size
a nd, with consiste[lc-y, bring a
Victory to our SCh001. Our
football teams 7-2 season, our
basketball teams' steady improvement during the present sea·
son, our golf t eams' first place
regional finish
~ery high
national finish last spring, and
our two All Amer icans during
the year of 1969 are examples
of the turnabout that is occuring
in intercollegiate athletics here
at this school.

heckles an official or a member
of an opposing team, when one
resorts to name-calling to get
his kicks, or when he goes so
low as to degrade a player
on his own team by heckling
that player during a game, then
he is only showing the immaturity in his character. If one's
ignora nt and degrading r emarks
bring laughter, then it should
be remembered t hat people are
not laughing with him -theyare
a t him and at his stupidity.

But there is 9ne aspect of our
athletic prograC
m iiat has not
matured; that is the attitude
of specta tors at athleti c events.
There is no better ' example of
this than at a UMR basketball
game. The rinky-dinkremarks
thrown at officials a nd opposing teams·by spectator s is very
"small time," and the athletic
teams of this school don't want
to be known as " small time"
competitors. Wlien a person

During past year s students
ha ve clamored for higher caliber athletic teams. Now that
those t eams are here, the
athletes would lib) to ask for
a higher caliber of fans. If you
cannot be a mature spectator,
then please don't be a specta·
lor at all.

and

Sincerely,
Keith Browne
Vice-President, M Club
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OUR MAN HOPPE
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Now that Mr. Nixon has
produced his first budget, the
experts are analyzing his ec,onomic policies. And it's becoming increasingly clear that
he's embarked on a bold and
courageous course to cure the
Nanon's ills.
In one fell swoop, Mr.Nixon
hopes to lick the worries that
most plague the average American--high prices, high taxes,
pollUtion, overpopulation, the
draft, urban sprawl and the
weird conduct of our young.
It should be obvious to all
by now that the P resident has
brilliantly conceived and is darIngly pushing forward the only
possible solution to all these
:ptoblems: another depreSsion.
***
Noone is happier with thi s
turn of events than that little
•band of militant do-gooders called "The League to Bring Back
the Depression."
For years, the League,
• whose motto Is" Two C hick. ens In Every Garage," has
been hopelessly bucking a rising
tide of prosperity. But at a
League rally the other night,
victory was in the air.
"The DepreSsion," Chairman Grufney Grommet told a
wildly-cheering throng of middle-aged matrons and businessmen, "is just around the cornerl"
"Yes, sir, look at' the stock
market," cried a balding banker
elatedly. "Why it's '29 allover
~again."

"And unemployment's up again," said a portly manufac(C ontinued on Page 7)

ITraffic Safely I
If you have registered your
car and have not yet picked up
your sticker, please do so because the stickers will not be
mailed to students.
This years stickers are
bumper stickers, they should be
placed on the rear bumper on the
left side.
If a person has registered
his car, this does not mean
that he has a permit to park
on campus. Parking permits
will be issued as soon as possible. A student receiving a
parking permit will be notified
by telephone.
There are tw.() free lots this
year.
Lot 26 located on 14th and
State. Students using this lot
please have the courtesy to not
block In another car.
Lot 36, which is located west
of the material research lab.
It is known as the Drill Field.
On the campus parking lots
you are to head in to all parking
spaces. Backing ,in to a parking
space is a violation. Allfaculty,
staff, and students who are issued parking permits please.observe the yellow zone, visitor
and official parking spa ces and
all zones ,
Students living with their
parents and driving cars to the
campus must obtain an opera tor's permit. This will take the
place of registering a car', For
further information , contact
Traffic Safety.
The Traffic Safety office ha s
noticed some of the ink fading
from the student vehic.le r egistr'ation decal as well a s the
parking permit decal. This
ink is guaranteed not to fade,
Please check your decals andif
the ink i s fading or the decal
is becoming illegible, arrange
to stop by the Traffic Safety
office where an officer will remove the old decal and replace
it with a ne w one .

WindoUiShOPPing
l,'

WITH

,.

WallY eDwaRDS

-~' Iwas sitting in the Student Union the other day quietly
admiring the doodles I had made during my last class when
a friend of mine seated himself beside me and began to stare
out into space, taking an occasional stp from his cherry
flavored root beer and sighing uneasily to himself.
"Something wrong, George? " I asked.
I received no response.
"E very thing all right?"
Still no reply, I opened one of my books and pretended
to be studying (years of practice have given me this talent).
"What happens after this?" he finally asked me.
"After what?"
"After what?! After college, that's what. You know,
I'm a junior this year. I've only got a year to go. Then
what?"
"Then? Then you graduate."
"But what'll I do?"
"You'll go out In the world. What's the • • ."
"You mean I've got to play people?" he nervously Interrupted, grasping my arm.
"Yeah, that's about It," I answered.
"I just go out, huh?"
"Uh-huh.
You just go right out and go to work."
"But where?" he asked frantically, stripping the wax
from his paper cup with his well-chewed fingernail.
"Well, you're a liberal arts major. You'll be able to
find something."
"I know, but It'll never be like college."
"You've got to work sometime."
"But college is so secure. You know right where you
stand. Now where can I find security like that?"
"There are a lot of companies with good employee beneflls."
"But where are my rewards? Where are my goals? This
year it's easy . My goalis to be a senior. Last year my goal
was 10 be a: jilhror. But what happens after I graduate?"
"I don't know. Have you thought about getting a master's
degree."
"A master's degree? You mean just keep gOing?"
"Sure. The ~oals will stay the same. You can go on and
get your doctorate, and then postdoctoral courses and , • •"
" 'But there's got to be an end. Eventually, I'll run out of
things I don't know."
There was a long pause.
"Well, you can teaCh," I suggested weakly.
"Teach?"

"Sure. It's just like being a student except you answer
. the questions instead of ask them,"
"But what are my goals? That's important to me ."
"Well, you'll go through the ranks of instructor, assistant and associate professor, professor. You might
even become dean of your department."
"It sounds secure enough."
"Sure it's secure."
There was another long silent pause,
"You know, Wally, graduation isn't the end of an era after
all. It's just the beginning."
I gave Georl':e an affirmative nod .
"If only I wasn't flunking four subjects ••• J> my friend
added .

,

JIM'S
MOTORS
Ro"a, Mo.

WERE
fRiENdLiER

NOW AT REDUCED
PRICES!!!
69 Buick Riviera - Loaded ....... ........................ $4595 .00
69 Pontiac Grand Prix - Sharp ......................... $3795 .00
69 Dodge Super Bee - He mi ................... , .. ....... $2595.00

campu~
The following employers will be interviewing UMR
applicants on campus from February 16 to 20, 1970.
Feb. 16
Iowa-Illinois Gas and Electric Company
Union Tank Car Co.-Smith and Loveless Div. Feb. 16
Feb. 16
Tennessee Valley Authority*
Feb. 16, 17, 18
Shell Companies
Feb. 16, 17
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works*
Feb. 16, 17
Houston Chemical Company
Feb. 16, 17
PPG Industries - Chemical Division
Feb. 16, 17
PPG Industries (Corporate)
Feb. 16
Penn Controls
North American Rockwell Corp.
Feb. 16
Los Angeles Division
Feb. 16
Wyandotte Chemical Corporation
Feb. 17
Koppers Co., Inc, & Sinclair Koppers Co."
Feb. 17
American Oil Company
Feb. 17, 18
Ford Motor Company
Feb.
17,
18, 19
Proc ter & Gamble Company*
Feb. 17
Florida Power Corporation
Cessna Aircraft CompanyFeb. 18
Industrial Products Div.
Feb. 18
Schlumberger Well Services
Feb. 18
Sunstrand Corporation
Feb. 18, 19, 20
Bell Systems
Feb. 18
Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp.
Feb. 19, 20
Caterpillar Tractor Company
Feb. 19
Texas Gas Transmission
Feb. 19
Marathon 011 Co . - Robinson Refining Div.*
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company
Feb. 19
Feb. 19
Amoco Chemicals Corp" Chicago, Ill.
Feb. 19
Amoco Chemicals Corp., Joliet, Ill."
Feb. 19, 20
Bechtel Corporation*
Philllps Petroleum Company
Feb. 19, 20
Kentucky-West Virginia Gas Company
Feb. 19
Feb. 20
Armco Steel Corporation-Steel Operations*
Armco Steel Corp. -Metal Products Div.*
Feb. 20
Feb. 20
Amsted Industries
Conductron - Missouri
Feb. 20
Union Carbide CorporationMaterials Systems Division
Feb. 20
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Co.*
Feb. 18
Factory Mutual Engineering Corp.
Feb. 18
Bailey Meter Company
Feb. 20
Potashnick Construction, Inc.
Feb. 18
Olin Corporation *
Feb. 16
Frisco Railroad.
Feb. 16
Ford Motor Company+
Feb. 17
Feb. 18
Panhandle Eastern Pipeline'"
Central Intelligence Agency+
Feb. 19
Philips Petroleum+
Feb. 19

+Co-Op Employment

" Summer Employment
Visit the Placement Office in the Buehler Building,
9th & Rolla St s., for further information. Visit the Co-op
Office in the Mining Building for further information.

This service brought to you by
in cooperation with

@

68 VW With Automatic & Air ................. ......... ~ $1595.00
68 Ford Convertible With Air .............. ............. $239'5.00
Many More To Choose F rom

Southwestern Bell

JIM'S MOTORS OF ROLLA INC ,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

"The World's Youngest C ar Dealer In Rolla"
Rolla, Mo .
364-500 8
BUsine ss Loop 1-44 We st

Odd Bodl{ins

• • •
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Referendum Dismissed
(Continued from Page 3)
truction Immediately underway
is for two reasons: fir st to provide services to the students
sooner; secondly, with buildlng
costs following the inflaUonay
spiral, the sooner we have our
building constructed, the more
we can include in It for our
1.75 million dollars.
As for the effect on the UMR
student, the fee increase will not
go into effect until the Spring
semester of 1971. We will try
to build as much as possible
without placing an excessive
burden on the student. I expect to see the $7 . increase
rather than the $10 increase
enacted,
MINER: This fee increase
is to cover the building of a new
University Center. In a previous interview with Mr. Kratzer, Director of the Student

Union, it was pointed out tint
this is only Phase I of what
could be an even larger University Center. Can you tell us
anything about this?
LEONE: Yes, it is hoped
that after the completion of this
project, that the project to further ex~nd the UniversityCenter can be completed. Phase
U is to be financed through
Alumni contributions, Federal
Title III grants, and gifts from
friends of the University. In
our discussions, Chancellor
Baker has emphasized that Phase II will not entail a further
increase in student fees.
MINER: Are there any closing comments that you have?
LEONE: Yes, as you know,
there is much to be done as
far as determining the furnishings and interior design of the
new University Center. We, the

FUN WORKING IN EUROPE

University Center Committee,
would like to see many more
students involved in making
these decisions. If students
ha ve an Interest, we want to
gl ve them a way to let their
opinions be known. The Student
Council will make applications
a vailable soon, and we hope to
ha ve many UMR students apply
to be members ofa committee to
do this. Both upperclassmen
and underclassmen will be able
to take ~rt. It should help
10 make it very much a "Student University Center".

Wednesday, February 11, 1970 ·

Cervantes Speaks
To UMR Students

its people.
A modernized tax structure r equires reduced emphasi s dn the property tax, are':
gressive tax ·which invariably ""
works liard ships on some. In
turn, Missouri must place
greater emphasis on the graduated income tax.
-"Out state sales tax should
be revised to exempt necessities like food and drugs, reducing the burden of that tax dl,l· ·
Iv •
the poor and the elderly."
Finally, Cervantes said ,,,.
"The. challenge before us is
to utilize the full potential tha~
our state government has for"~ ;
solving the critical problems of~n '
the decade. The dangers to olir,,.,
Positions are open on the
society during the 1970' s are
Rollamo Board for Assoc.
exceeded only by the opportuEditor, Photo and Layout Ednities which this exciting 10 ,~,
itor, and Chief Photograyears will bring." He chal-.• ..
pher. Photographers are allenged the UMR graduates togQ",r,
so needed. Applications are
into public service as a career
available at the S. U. Candy
and to sincerely consider ser~ ,:.
Counter. Deadline is Feb.
vice . to fellow man as an obli.
13, 1970
gation, no matter what profe-"",
~::::::::::::::::::::::~~p~r~o~gr~e~S~s~iv:e~a~n~d~m~O~r~e~fa~i~r~to~~S~s~i~on~t~he~y~m~a~y~pu~r~s~u~e~.____- , '<'

NOTICE

(Continued from Page 3)
areas." Cervantes said.
:'Our welfare system, wlllcn
now perpetuates poverty and
destroys human dignity, must
be s hifted from Missouri and the
other states to make it a responsibility of the Federal government. The national government should assume this financial obligation and thus assure
a uniform ' approach aimed 'at
eliminating proverty in the
world's wealthiest nation," he
said .
Cervantes also called for
modernizations in the state tax
system.
"The tax system 'i n Missouri, as in most other states,"
he said, "must be modernized.
One the one hand, Missouri
needs more resources so it can
aid its urban areas . And on the
other, the state must see that
it obtains those resources via
a fair distribution of that tax
burden. In simple terms, Missouri's taxes must be more

CURTAIN
Summer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid, meet peo·
pie, learn a langua ge, travel , enjoy 1 Nine job categories in more
than fifteen countries. Foreign langua ge not essential. Send ~I.OO
for membership and 34·page illustrated JOBS ABROAD ma ga·
zine, complete with details and applications to Intern1!J;ional
Society for Training and Culture, 866 United Nations Plaza, New
York, N. Y., a non·profit student membership organization.

WOULD YOU
RECOGNIZEA
BECHTEL
ENGINEER
IFYQU
SAW ONE?

CAL['iO"~'

Ninth Annual College Auditions for SIX FLAGS
Your talent could win you a
ifsM~cted, you'll work under
star-spangled season at SIX FLAGS, professional direction in one of
performing for the world's most
SIX FLAGS' many original variety
enthusiastic audiences!
extravaganzas or specialty shows
,.;
featu,r.ed throughout the Park.
SIX FLAGS needs: VOCALISTS
~ And'you 'li have the time of your life
(popular, classical, country and
as a star member of the famous
western, rock, barbershop
quartettes, folk soloists and groups); SIX FLAGS family of performers.
DANCERS (tap, ballet, modern, jazz, Audition open to all age groups
including college students. Be there!
acrobatic); INSTRUMENTALISTS
(banjo players, jug bands, Dixieland
AREA AUDITIONS
bands); VARIETY ACTS (comics,
Wednesday, February 18-3:30 p.m.
magicians, baton and saber twirlers,
Student Union Building - Ballroom
ventriloquists, tumblers, trampoline
' Drury College
and trampolette artists). ALL
. Springfield, Missouri
KINDS OF TALENT WILL BE
(R~glstratlon is 30 minutes
CONSIDERED.
prior to audition time.)
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Probably not.
They don't really look that different from any other
engineers. Maybe one even lives in your hometown.
It 's what Bechtel Engineers DO that sets them apart.
Working for th e company that is internationally known
as a pioneer ... the one that tackles the tough,
th e interesting, the "can·it-be·done?" jobs .. . The Bechtel
Engineer is the one who is there.
Bechlel Engin ee rs provide complete professional services, from
economic feasibility studies and conceptual estimates to design,
constructIOn and pre·operational plant testing and start·up.
Bechtel has Offices in New York City, Washington , D. C.,
Los Angeles, and Houston with world headquarters in
SAN FRANCISCO .

Are You A Bechtel Engineer?
Find out.
Find out about a career in Proj ect Design, Estimating, or
Construction for MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, CIVIL, CHEMICAL
or NUCLEAR engineers.
Find out by contacting your college placement office or write to ;
College Relations Supervisor, Department 20
aechlel FiftV Beale Street, San Francisco, CA 94119
Bechtet Is an equat opporrunltv emplover mIl.
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Curators Appoint Assistant To The President
The Board of Curators ap_
proved the appointment of Phil
E. Connell of Iowa City, Iowa,
to the position of Assistant
to !)Ie President of the University of Missouri, The appointment is effective March 1.

Connell presently is serving
in a Similar capacity at the
University of Iowa. He has held
that post since 1948.
In his new assignment,Con_
nell. will aid the University
Presldent and the Vice Presi-

Our Man Hoppe
(Continued from Page 5)
turer. "Pretty soon I'll be able
to hang out a help wanted sign
and a hundred men will line up,
bats in hand."
"Just think," said a housewife, a nostalgic lump in her
throat, "bread for ten cents a
loaf, a first-run movie for a
quarter."
"

gap," he said. " Instead of making revolutions, the young will
be concerned solely, as we
were, with making good."
"There's one problem adepression won't liCk," said a
crotchety gentleman in the rear •
.. And that's poverty."
"Perhaps not," said Chairman Grommet with a smile.
"But at least the poor will no
longer feel alone."

"And don't forget taxes,"
said an elderly accountant.
••*
"Why in 1931 the whole national
A motion to commend Mr.
budget was only $3.5 billlon. NIxon as "the greatest PresiA man got to keep what he dent since Herbert Hoover"
earned."
caused spirited debate .
"We're overlooking the
While all agreed with the
broad picture," said a sociolo- sentiment, some felt an engist. "Among the other bene- dorsement by the League
tits that wili accrue are the wouldn't be favorably received
elimination of the two-carfam- by the White House. In fact, a
Uy and a drastic decline in the few argued that it could scuttle
birth rate--thus reducing smog Mr. Nixon's entire economic
and overpopulation by at least program.
an X factor."
"Nonsense," saldChaIrman
"And no draft," salO a mo- Grommett. "Nothing can stop
ther excitedly. "I maglne having an idea whose time has come."
So the motion was adopted.
an Army of only 134,000 men
The meeting adjourned with a
again--all volunteers."
.. As soon as we can no rousing rendition of "Happy
longer afford disposable bottles Days Are Almost Here Again."
and throw- away plastic con- There wasn't a dry eye in the
tainers," said an engineer ,"the house.
(Copyrighr Chronicle Pub·
garbage problem will be elilishing Co. 1970)
minated ."
A
bearded psychologist
spoke uP. " Best of all, depression will close the generation

dent for Administration in their
duties. His work will include
helping with correspondence,
serving as secretary to the
variety of meetings of regular
established and ad hoc administrati ve committees, handling
from tim e to time arrangement
for important Unive rsity visitors, maintenance and preparation of materials for manuscripts and other general administrative duties.
Connell, a native of Cedar
Falls, Iowa, received a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Social
Science and Speech in 1938 from
Iowa State Teachers College.
He did graduate work in the
College of Education at the
University of Colorado.
From 1946 to 1948 Connell
was vocational officer for the

Start
Singing

Is
Coming
Soon

NOTICE!
Wesley Foundation, 403
West 8th Street will present
the program "Drugs" with
Mrs. _ Ann Dunipace as
speaker on Wednesday,
February 11 at 6:30 p.m.
All interested students are
welcome to attend.

Veterans Administration at the
University of Iowa, and in 1948
was appointed Assistant to the
President of the University of
Iowa.
Connell is a member of the
Association for Higher Education, the American Field Service at the University of Iowa

and Optimist International. As
a member of Optimist, he has
held the positions of vice president and president of the Iowa
City chapter, district governorinternational, lieutenant governor-international and vice
president - international, 196768.

THE MISSO-URI
MINER

WANTS
YOU
Staff Openings:
WRITERS - PHOTOGRAPHERS
Applications Are Available At The Miner Office,
BuUding T-14. Applications Must Be In By
February 20, Sign Up Now!

ENGINEERS:

GISCO
A World Wide
Single Source of
Geophysical
Instruments
and Supplies
We have all 01 ' them-magnetometers, resistivity units, gravity
meters, scintillators, se ismographs,
electromagnetic units , _ . . Everything. And not just one 01 each
kind. We stock heavily at varying
levels 01 sophistication to meet
your need and your budget.
In magnetometers, lor example, we
oller several types. And each of
Ihese is available in a variety of
modets to make sure you get what
you want.
II you want more than you can afford. we'll lease it to you . Reasonably. So you don 't have to cancet,
change, or postpone that big field
project you've been planning.
Keep in mind, too. that we're
equipped to oller complete and expert repair service on all types and
makes of geophysical instruments.

The S-ell System Team will be on campus February 18, 19, 20
to talk about opportunif·
earch,engineering,
manufacturing, design

For further information,
write or call :

Geophysical
Instrument &
Supply Co.
A division of Soiltest, Inc .
900 Broadway
Denver, Colorado 80203 USA
(303) 825-8914. Cable: GISCO
Serving thiJ"6liological, geophYSical,
.nglneerlng & teachlnll prOfe8&ions.

Southwestern
Bell
Bell Labs, Sandia, Long Lines, Western
AI ErjuI o".tlIitJ E-.,.
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As St. Pat Arrives
The Beards Must Grow

--~ucli,
"BOY. II'" SURE BEING MEAN. ..

As the date of the arrival
of our patron saint, St. Patrick, is only six weeks away,
the beards of all loyal Miners
shou ld be starting to grow a
little more lengthy than normal. The purpose of this is to
inform the fre s hm en and remind the upperclassmen that
there will be another beard
contest this year . The SI. Pat's
Beard Conte st judging will have
four categories .
The fir st type of be ard is
the full beard or the Smith
Brothers beard . This bea r d i s
a full beard with a mustache.
The full bea rd may be trimmed
around the neck.

t.
•

The Soup Strainer i s the

second type of beard eligible
fo r
competi lion. The Soup
Str ainer must be trimmed around the neck and on the side
of the face as shown in the
illustration. T he Soup Strainer
does not have a mu stache.
The third type of beard is
the Van Dyke. This beard is
just a mustache and goatee and
is sim ilar to the beard illusleigh tobacco can.
The fourth type, the novelty
beard, can be just about any thing. It may be colored.
Now is the time to start
growing beards for St. Pat's.
There is no need to waste lime
or blades shaving. Start thinking about St. Pat's now!
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Engineers & Scientists

Student Union Board Seeks Members
The UMR Student Union
Board is accepting applications
for membership on the five
committees that comprise it.
Applications may be picked up
a t the candy counter in the Student Union, or the a ppJica tion
a t the bottom of this page may

be used. All applications must
be turned into the candy counter
by Friday, February 13.
The Student Union Board is
in charge of the student activities sponsored by the Student
Union. The student committees
choose guest lecturers, con-

tract bands for dances , and run
the student tournaments. In addition the Student Union Board
is in charge of the Homecoming
activities. If the student wants
a say in his recreational facilities, he should waste no time
in applying for a Student Union
Board Commi ttee.

Nalne_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

I.D.#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

School Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Check One:

Male
- - - -- Female

_ _ _ _ _Indep.
_ _ _ _ _Greek

_ _ _ _ _ Class

XEROX
IS COMING
TO CAMPUS

Club or Fraternity_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _________
Curriculum_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
Committee Preference (Mark 1- 5)
Social
- - - - - - Recr eational
_____ _ _ P ubli city

A DIVERSITY OF
CAREERS
PPG INDUSTRIES (formerly Pittsburgh
Plate Gl ass Company) invites you to invest 30 minutes of your time to explore
the challenging career oppDrtunities in
glass. chemicals. fiber glass. and coatings and resins. Because ofthe diversity
of our products . locations. and career
openings. we feel we can offer opportunities rivaled by few. Come in and
talk with our representative- he is in·
terested in you and your future .
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Last Semester G.P.A. _ __ _ ___

Friday, February 27

_ _ _ _ _ _ Literary-M usic
_ _ _ _ _ _Special E vents

PPG INDUSTRIES representatives w i ll
interview at

UMR
February 16 & 17, 1970
An Equal Opportunity Employer

See your Placement Director today to arrange an app o i ntme nt with the Xerox
representative.
Discover what Xerox is doing in color
xerography, 3-D imaging; laser applications , and systems that mate xerography
and computers. Learn , to o. of the continuous refinements being developed for
and incorporated in our line of office copiers and dupl ic ators .
During the question and answer session , you 'lI also get a better idea for some
of the reasons behind our growth . From
approximately 3,000 people in 1960 to
over 30,000 currently.
Ask him, too, about the' Xerox philOSOphy. How we've always operated on the
premise that you can make meaningful
contributions to society that contribute
qLite gainfully to yourself. And us.
This investment of your time could be
the start of a rewarding future at our suburb an Rochester. New York facilities in
fundamental and applied research , developmental and manufacturing engineering,
or programming .

XEROX

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f)
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xt~ox I S A RE C I STEReo T RADeMARK O' XEROX CORPORATI O N.
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Winette Mason To Represent
UMR In "Glamour" Contest
The Hospitality Committee
of the Student Union Board has
announced the selection of Miss
Winnette Mason, a freshman
from Lake Ozark, Mo., majoring in chemical engineering, to
represent UMR in "Glamour"
magazine's top ten college girls
contest.
Miss Mason was chosen to
enter the annual search for outstanding college gir Is who represent the best of each year's
changing campus life on the
basis of her fashion and grooming consciousness and her extracurricular activities, either
on campus or in the community.

he noveltv
lbout any~

'ed,

to start

St. Pat's.

laste time
art think.
W!

First runner-up was Miss
Mary Brunkhorst, a first semester senior from DeSoto,
Mo., majoring in Computer
Science, and second runner-up
was Miss J 0 Nothdruft"a: freshman from St. Louis, Mo., majoring in Computer Science. The
other girls interviewed were
Terri Collier, Wendy Waters,
Kathy Adamick, Jan Frassrand,
Sara Carney, Marilyn Wilson,
Lendi Stettler, Anne Smith,
Lynne Brewer, and Rea Ann
Whelan.
interviewing the
Those
girls were Dr. Tom Beveridge,
Mrs. Baird Green, Mrs. Elizabeth Cogell, Mrs. Katherine
Jenks, Mrs. Karen Calfee, Dennis Sbay, AI, Keau, Manit Kovintha, Mrs. Berna Harvey,

Editorial

"

.

(Continued from Page 4)
tourists through the White
House could be quadrupled
"with proper management,
imaginative attractions and
more adequate facilities."
Most of the present Nixon
staff will be retained, he said,
except for those security guards
who cannot sing. He said the
younger Presidential aides, all
of whom wear blue blazers,
white shirts, striped ties, crew
cuts and sincere smiles, would
make excellent tourist guides in
the "finest traditions of Disneyland."
Mr. Nixon will be represented by an animated wax figure
in the Oval Room. It will rise
to greet each tourist with the
words, "Hi, there, my fellow
Americans, welcome to our
home. It is your horne, too.
Pat and I love it here." A wax
figure of Mrs. Nixon, smiling
sincerely, wlll stand alongside.
It will not be anima ted.
(The Nixons will henceforth
divide their time between their
summer White House in San
Clemente and their winter
White House in Key Biscayne.)
Other attractions will include a ride in a Presidential
golf cart, an hour ly parade by
the Marine Band and an "AntiInflation Game," which consists
of throwing darts at a balloon
while blindfolded.
If the project proves successful, Disney Productions
hopes to expand Historyland by
converting the Washington monument into a Simulated rocket
ride, the Pentagon intoa Mystic
Maze, and Congress into a sound
and light show.
"At last we bave a President
who recognizes our
Nation's capital for what it is,''
said the Disney spokesman enthusiastically, "a tourist attraction with great potential."
(Copyright Chronicle Publ!•• 'shing 00.· 197<0) ' • • • • • • • • •• ••
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Aneta Weaver, and DennisGarnett.
The "Top Ten" will be chosen from entries allover the
U.S., and will be featured in

the August issue of "Glamour".
Each winner will receive,
among other gifts, anall expense- paid tour to an as yet undisclosed destination.

The pleasure of pen-paid bills

MIL BALL
SPECIAL

10% OFF
ON

..

oj

.•

Bad weather never pains the neck
Of folks who pay their bills by check!

CHECKS CAN BE MAILED, IN COMFORT:
. OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT WITH US, SOON!

Rolla State Bank
Hillcrest

Downtown

210 West 8th St.

Hwy. 72 & Rucker

!he Drive In Bank With Parking

As he reflected upon his years at rolla, he couldn't help but smile. Yes, college bad been the best of times
and the wor st of times.
Faces, friends, cballenges, examinations, aloneness, love, controversy, those few exhilarating moments of
academic insight into knowledge ••.all merged into one whirling kalediascope of color and comment. he sa vored each memory. The impact upon his senses was reminiscent of the slice-of-life folm technique used by
Mason Williams with His arty photographs each shown for 1/16 of a second as the visual accompaniment
for "Classical Gas", or thr rapid succession of photographs used in the one minute commercials by Richard Nixon to comment on campaign themes and, eventually, cature the Presidency.
One picture in his mind now was the Thomas Jefferson. Any Enviroment is important, of course, Sociologist proclaim the impact of "horne" and "immediate Circle" upon one's formation of attitudes lifestyle. His FJiends at T. J. bad corne from all corners of the world. Their fun-and-friendship melt had
seemed nothing too exciting then, but now he could sense how much their opinions bad sbaped him. And, he
bad to admit that the T. J. food, particularly the unlimited seconds, bad shaped him too. Maid service,
clean linens, swimming pool, quiet study lounges_these too were highlights in his memory of high-rise
living at the Thomas Jefferson. Call 364-5766 today for summer & fall availabilities. Because you care...
about you. (And we at T. J. do tool) Memories, unlike photographs, may not tide.
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K(Philharmonic & (ooper
To Perf-orm This Week
(Continued from Page I)
Don feels his early muuence was heavily blues and
believes it shows in his songs
and his guitar work. He points
out that there is a lot of chord
emphasis and it's all very rhythmic with a little bit of jazz,
and" a little bit of everything
I ever heard and it's just my
music and it's, I think, new
and I hope it's palatable to a
lot of people including, but not
exclusi vely,
those who dig
rock!" to quote Don Cooper
himself.
In the last two years, Don
has become interested in art
and Is now wrltingpoetrY,short
stories and has even started a
novel. He paints in oils, sketches In pen and Ink, and loves
to go to museums, loves all
kinds of music, never beard
any be doesn't dig!

•*•
The UMR Student Council
wUl present Hans Schwieger,
the Internationally acclaimed

conducter, and Ilis Kansas City
Pllilharmonic Orchestra of 90
musicians
wll present a
concert February 17, 7:30 p.m.
at the Multi-Purpose Building
of the University of MissouriRolla. There are 90 members
of the Kansas City Philharmonic
90 minds--IBO hands. The job
of bringing these 90 members
together to make up one excelent orchestra is the task of
the Music Director, Hans
Scbwieger.
The prIce of excellence Is
hard work, vtsion and dedIcation. Hans Schwieger has,
through meticulous diSCipline
and understanding JIltlence,
brought the ensemble to Its
present place as heralded by
critics. • ." the Pllilarmonlc
is one of the nation's great
orchestras.' ,
In Jat\l.~l!" ;', 1968, Hans Scb-

wieger was chosen to be one
of the judges of the presti.
gious Mltropoulos Competition
for conductors in New York.
Contestants <amp. i.n this contest from all over the world,
The Kansas City Pllilharmonic has gone a long way toward creating its own future audlilDce by embarking on a program of youth concerts tmt is
one of the most comprehensive in the nation. Tllis sea.
son approXimately 50 concerts
will be played before a total
of more than 91),000 cllildren
of the city and nej$hboring districts. The continuation and
expenslon of the program Is one
of Schwieger's primary goals.
Tickets are $2.50 for adults
and $1.50 for chlldrllll under 12.
UMR Students with valid activIty fee wlll be admitted tree
01 charge.

Theta Tau Professional
Engineering Fraternity is
now accepting applications
for membership. Forms are
available in the Theta Tau
mail box at the Student Union
candy counter. They must be
returned by F-eb. lB.
Alpha Phi Omega is proud
and honored to announce that
Brother Tim Corbett has been
chosen APO Man of the Year.
Because of Ilis leadersllip and
-guidance as President, Alpha
Phi Omega opens its Thirtieth
year by recelvtng the TopChapter Award for colleges of 5,000
to 10,000 students. The year
also sees a new slate of officers to follow and expand the
success of Alpha Phi Omega.
Charles D. Laderoute was
elected
President;
Robert
Cranmer to First Vice-President; Terry Donze to Second
Vice-president; John Haley to
Secretary; Dennis Miera to
Treasurer, Robert Touzinsky
to Sergeant at Arms; William
Bauman to Historian; Jon
Kremer
to
Corresponding

Secretary; and Charles E.
Roth to Alumni Secretary.
Pili Kappa Pili HonorSociety
members recently initiated may
pick up their pins and certificates at the office of Dr.
Nord L. Gale, located at the
north end of the Life Sciences
Building (old metal athletic
bldg.).

NOTICE
st. Pat's celebration begins
Wednesday,
Mar c h 11th at
5:30.
There will be
no classes held
Thursday or Friday.

$1 Million
To Be Spent
(Continued from Page 1)
adjacent Materials Research
Buildln g In design, materials,
and color. Tbe exterior will
be of ligbt gray buff brick,
glass lllneis and limestone
trim.
Total cost of the structure
is estimated at $1,750,000,
which Includes costs associated
with the project other than actual construction costs. Financing is with $1,300,000 In
state appropriations, $400,000
in federal funds and $50,000
in special equipment funds.
The building originally was
to be substantially larger, but
had to be redesigned due to
cutbacks in available federal
funds. Architect for th'e project is Froese, Maack and Becker, ArChitects, of St. Louis.

Pruitt-Igoe
Rewards Students
(Continued from Page 2)
evacuating people from the
flooded alllrtments, loading,
sorting a nd distributing sup.plies and doing a variety of other
emergency tasks. Organizations represented were Wesley
Foundation,
Newman Center,
Shamrock Club, Men's Residence Hall ASSOCiation, Phi KaPlll . Theta, Delta Tau Delta,
Pi KaPlll Phi, Beta Sigma PSi,
Thomas Jefferson ReSidence
Hall, Alpha Phi Alpha, Delta
Sigma Phi and Gamma Alpha
Delta, service organization
which coordinated the activities of the fraternities.
In St. LouiS, the work was
coordinated with the Pruitt-Igoe
Neighborhood Advisory Council
throught the St. Louis Junior
Chamber of Commerce.

Try your wings
at Alcoa.
Come fly with us.
We need bright,
young people for all
kinds of Engineering
and Management
pOSitions. And ,in

Accounting, Research Write: Aluminum
Company of America,
and Development,
Sales and Marketing. Manager of
Professional
We'll give you
Employment, 1002
plenty of freedom.
Alcoa Building,
That's a promise.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219.
At Alcoa, there's
nowhere to go but up.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
A Plans For Progress Company

LiHle
King
1009 Pine

"WHERE A SANDWICH
IS -\ COMPLETE MEAL"
\"'''-:'- ''-''---~''''~''''''''''___'''''''_''''~''''''''' ''''''' '''''''' __ '''. '' :''-• • '•• ''_~'' ''..-w_' __''-'''' ..... .-",-_..-...,......,-_ .. _ _

Change for the better
with Alcoa
__• _ _ _
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UMR Posts 3 Wins In New Semester
a relief from studying for !lnals. They did not disappoint
the fans as they outlasted the
The Miner
Cougars 73-66.
offense showed signs of maturity for the second game a s
four Miners scored in double
By Ken Geringer
figures. Freshman guard RodDuring the week preceeding ney LeGrand led the scoring
fi na l week, the UMR cagers with 17, while Bob Hurt, Ron
pla yed host to two non-confe- Pederson, and Chuch Ferry
rence opponents. On Ja nuary contributed 11, 12 and 14 res12, the Miners welcomed Lin- pectively.
Hurt, playing the backcoln Unlversity of Jefferson
City. Lincoln boasted a quick court forward position collected
team,
with a considerable 18 rebounds. Bob has excelled
amount of individual talent. The in this category all year, ha ving
Miners managed to keep the a rebound average of 7.4
Panthers in check, however, as rebounds per game to lead the
This figure reflects
t hey downed the guests 80-72. team.
The ga me was close fought, the hustle and deter mination
neither team ever gained a which led to Bob's selection as
commanding lead. The Miners captain of this seasons sucmanaged to stay on top during cessful squad and as an allthe entire second half and there conference selection last seawas litUe doubt as to the out- son. It seems that Bob has
come midway through the se- done much to influence the success of the Miner s this season.
cond half.
The Miners kep the Pan- Bob is the only senior on this
thers guessing as they mounted seasons squad, so that he will
another
halanced offensive not be able to take an active
attack. Leading the Miner sco- part in the future success of the
ring was senior captain Bob team which he has done so much
to mold. Taking scoring honors
Hurt with 23 points. The Mifor the Cougars of SIU was Eric
ners were able to capitalize on
their height advantage through- Pitts with 24, followed by Sumout the game. Lincoln always mers with 17 and Carroll with
kept a close eye on the UMR 14. The Cougars outshot the
center and forwards. The result Miners from the field, connecwas that Rex Medlock and Rod- ting on 42 percent of their
ney LeGrand, the Miner guards shots, while the Miners only hit
were able to score outside the 33 per cent of their attempts.
t ight Lincoln defense. LeGrand, Much of the story of the game
a freshman, tallied 19 as Med- was told at the free throw line
lock canned 15. Keith Da vid- where the Cougars hit only 8 of
son performed most olthe pivot 17 wliile the Miner s connected
chores for the Miners a nd fi- on 19 of 25 of their charity
nished the game with 9 points. tosses.
The victory moved the MiLincoln counted oftheir forward
for most of their scoring. Ray ners to the .500 mark for seaPruitt, their high scorer for son and a chance for the first
the season, was held to 16. winning season for UMR cagers
Curtis Ray, the other Panther in several years.
forward, scored 13. Jeremiah
p ubois
captured high point
honor s for the loser s by downing
17. Dubois was the standout of
the Lincoln squad. The 6' i"
guard commanded the Panthers
with excellent hall control and
By Bill Horsford
outstanding defensive agility.
Offensively, he was a threat
On Wednesday, January 28,
because of his ability to hit the UMR Miners put their .500
the long set shot. This was record on the line against a
important becuase the Miner tough team from Harrls 'Teacbdefense prevented the Panthers ers College, St. LOUis. The
from penetrating inside for the Miners dominated the game
10-15 foot jump shot.
fr om the start, as they used
The victory moved the superior height and muscle to
Miners to one game under the overpower the visitors. Big
.500 mark with a r ecord of men Don Morford and Keith Da6-7 with a chance to go into vidson were instrumental in the
the semester break withan even victory, as their clutch rer ecord with a victory over SIU. bounding enabled the Miners to
dominate the backboards at both
ends of the court. The Harris
team was usually a llowed only
one crack a t the offensive basket, while the Miners managed
two and three shots with each
tr ip down the floor. In addiBy Ken Geringer
tion, the Miners shots were of
A victory over the Southern the Short-range variety, while
Illinois University a t Edwards- the visitors were often fo r ced to
vllJe Cougars would put the Mi - shoot from outeourt.
This combination of a ccuners at the .500 mark for the
first time since most care to ra te shooting with excellent reremember .Since the game carne bounding and ba ll control
just before semester break, it
was probably more impor tant
from a psychological standpoint
than from any other. With the
bulk of their conference schedule remaining, the Miiiers
needed this victory to go into
the remainder of the season in
~-~~.
a healthy state of mind.

Miner Guards
Lead Scori ng
Against Lincoln

UMR Victimizes
Harris Teachers
By 92-85 Count

SIU Victory
Puts Miners
At .500 Mark

enabled the Miners to coast to
a 92-85 victory.
The final
margin of victory would have
been greater, but Coach Key
substituted liberally in the
closing minutes of the game.
The triumph broughttheMiners season record to 8-7, and
eased them over the tough 500
hump.
The 92 point total was the
highest scoring game of the
season for the Miners. The
offense began to click early in
the game and performed in high
gear throughout the rest of the
contest. The Miners also racked up the season's highest
field goal total of the year in
the game against Harris. The
UMR cagers now look forward
to continue their winning ways
against a tough CMS squad.

Mules Rattle
Miner .Offense;
Hurt Scores 25
By

Ken Geringer
On January 31, the Miners
hosted the Central Mis souri
State Mules for their first MIAA
Conference game since they
welcomed the Southeast State
Indians. The Miners boasted
a three game winning streak
going into the game, hopeful
of an upset Victory over the nationally ranked Mules.
CMS proved to be too great
an obstacle, as the Miners fell
82-70. The Mules quickly jumped to a nearly insurmountable
10 point lead and the Miners
were unable to break through
the 10 . point deficit only
twice during the entire ga me.
The Warrensburg defense
was not too impressive during
the first half. The Miners,
however, were not able to produce the same rounded ottensi ve
tea m that they had in their last
three victories. Bob Hurt played his usual outstanding game,
scoring 25 pOints, his second
highest total of the season. The
only other Miners in double figures were sophomore center
Keith Davidson with 10 and
junior forward Eric GredeU
with 11.
The Mules bad little congruity to their offense during the
first half also.
During the '
second half, however, the leadership of 6' 1" guard John
Utley got the Mule scoring machine rolling. The Mules' defense sharpened with the offense
and the Miners were forced to
play well to keep within a respectable distance. Utley was
high point man for CMS with
27 points, followed by Bozarth
with 22 and Droege with 14.
In their first meeting with
the Mules, the Miners suffered
a 20 point loss on December
13. In that game the ' Miners
committed the least number of
personal fouls in any game of
the season. In their second
meeting, the Mi ners committed
17 fouls a nd the Mules connect-

LEARN TO FLY

~~~.,

On January 17, the Miners
welcomes the Cougars to their
new fieldhouse for the fir st
time. A large crowd was on
hand. Many students carne as

Train 1ft
New Cessna
150

-'.

* EXPERT FLIGHT TRAINING * AIR TAXI·CHARTER
ROLLA DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
DICKMAN ' S AVIATION
ON MARTIN SPRING DRive

364 1140
-

ed on 26 of their 31 attempts
at the charity stripe.
The loss pushed the Miners
one game below the .500 mark.
Their season record stands at 7
wins and 8 losses. In conference
play, the Miners are winless
with a n 0 and 5 record, with
the next conference game agaist
nationally ranked Southwest
Missouri State.

Curtis Perry
Tallies 38; UMR
Bows 100-64

The Miners are seeking to
rebound against a strong Kirksville team on February 7. The
ability to shrug off defeat is the
mark of a good team, and if
the Miners corne hack strongafter their defeat by the SWMS
Bears, they have an excellent
chance of sweeping on to their
best hasketball season ever.

Miners Tr(Jvel
North To Seek
First MIAA Win

ROLLA, Mo., Feb. --After
winning !ive of siX games the
Miners have fallen twice to
On February 2, 1970, theMi- conference
rivals-- Central
ners from Rolla journeyed to Missouri and Southwest MisSpringfield to play Ccach Bill souri. This weekend (Feb. 7
Thomas' Southwest Missouri and 9) the Engineers travel tbe
State College Bears. The Mi- "northern circuit" for games
ners played only a fair game against Northeast and Northand were overwhelmed by a 38 west Missouri State Colleges.
point performance by Curtis The Miners have not met either
Perry. Perry was admirably team this year.
supported by Williams who
The Bulldogs from Northtallied 22 points.
east Missouri are paced by four
The Miners were led by players averaging in double fiCaptain Bob Hurt with 22 points. gures. Don Bramlett, a 6-4
This effectively neutralized the forward, paces the foursome
scoring of Wllliams, but the with a 14.1 points per game
Miners bad no one who could average. Jerry Buhr,6-6postcope with the jump shot of Cur- man, is averaging 13.6 points
tis Perry. Hurt was followed per contest. Ron Sterchi and
by Rod Le-Grand who netted 12 Claude Wilson, a second team
pOints and Eric Gredell who all-league selection last year,
contributed 10. The Miners round out the top four.
suffered a lack of pointproducNorthwest Missouri is also
tion from their big men as Don
Morford notched only 7 and paced by four players averagKeith Davidson scored only once ing in double figures. Ken Whitney leads the team with a 15.4
in limited duty. '
scoring average. Whitney, a
The greatest single tlctor in junior college transfer, also had
the defeat was the offensive per- a high game of 31 points against
formance of Curtis Perry, who Northeast Missouri. Pat Donohad his best night e'v er against van and Don Sears, .two second
the Miners. His 38 point per- team all-league selections, plus
formance proved the difference Carl Jenkins round out the four
in a 100-64 loss to the Bears. leading scorers.

By Bi" Horsford
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FREE DELIVERY
On orders of $10 or more

FREE GLASSWARE
Lending Service
- NO CHARGE -,

Now Under New Management:

We s

H. Karl Kost & "Pistol" McKinley
, ..... your CDC

WINE CONSULTATIONS

Card and Savt. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CI

Cosh ot

TEPEE
FREE

We Specialize In
Party Beverage Needs
For Any Occasion

Off-Street Parking
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44~s

- Cutlass S - GS-400 - Skylark
SPECIAL STUDENT TERMS
ORDER NOW!

ECK MOTOR CO.
SINCE 1951
ROBERT A . ECK
MSM- '43

NORMAN SCHWEISS

Tau Beta Pi , Blue Key, Theta Tau, Pi Kappa Alpha
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Tech Club Squeaks By 59'ers, 63·57
First ~Mural Championship Since ~67

Lambda Chi~ Engine Club
Take Top 'Mural Rankings
By Lorry Bauer

By Lorry Bauer
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Spirited by the outstanding
play of Barry Koenemann and
Mike Ri chey, T ech Club defe ated 5gers by a score of
63- 57 in the i ntr amural basketball champions hi p Game to
w~n their fi r st major athletic
tI;9phy in two ·year s . T hwarted
in their search for a championship since their flag football tea m downed Sigma Nu
14- 7 in the fal l of 1967, T ech
Club e merged victorious from
a three- way-league playoff, a
double overtime s udden death
victory ove r T. J" and a thrilling final battle with 5gers
"Phursday night, Jan. 15, to add
a big 310 points to their overlUI intramural point total.
. ' Tech Club led at the half
33-29 over 5gers, who had dominated the intramural basketball scene for the last five
years, not losing a game in
thilt period of over 50 games.
The first half had been a close
ba ttle but in the second half
Tech Club, behind Richey who
scored 20 and Koenemann who
tallied 21, opened up the margin to as much as 13 points.
A rate rally by the '5gers closed
the gap to three pOints. Bailey
of 5gers was the spark plug
as he put in 18 pOints.
But the combined factors
of, Tech Clubs good defense and
tijjl foul trouble that 5gers were
'~Il proved to be too ,great to
overcome as Tech Club held
on for the 63-57 victory. Elated fans swarmed onto the
court immediately after the fi,
nal buzzer as Coach Burr Van
Nostrand presented the winners with their trophy. The
victory pulled Tech Club to
eleventh plac e in the overall
intramural standings .
" In' the Consolation game
T. J. easily defeated K. A.
7'l-52 to capture thirLl place.
Playing without the service s of
injured Terry Frake, T. J.'s
skill dominated the game behind the continued excellent play
Big
of guar d Vinny Budd .
Carl Rosen thal pl ayed a com' mendable game but in losing
, effor t, gr abbing num erous r eli>ounds

One of the most exciting
ga mes ot tne tourn ame nt wa s
T ech Club' s double ove rti me
s udden death 49-47 victory over
T. J. in the s e mifi nals fo llowing 5ger s anihi lation of K. A.
(71- 35) earli er that evening.
Both T. J. and Tech Club
started out cold as three minutes elapsed befor e anyone
scor ed . Then Tech Club jumped ou t to an 8-1 lead only to
have T . J. fi ght back to r egain
their mom entum and lead at
half time 21-1 8 on a last s e cond basket by Terry F rake .
Led by little Vinny Budd who
~cored 16 points and who sparked on defense , the T. J. lead
bulged to 32-22 midway through
the second half. Again the momentum see-sawed back into
Tech Club s hands and a s the
waning moments ticked off the
scoreboard, T. J.'s lead dwind-

led to 4, 3, 2, and then fin ally
with 1: 40 r emaining, Barry
Koene man' s 20 ft. jumper lied
the scor e at 41- 41.
When th e buzze r sounded the
scor e stood dead- locked at
45-45 on Don He molnover ' s last
second shot fr om the free throw
lin e fo r T.J.
Tension conti nued to moun t
through the fi rst two minute
ove rtim e peri od and as the sudden death sec ond ove rtime period began T. J. controlled the
tip . A dete r mined Vinny Budd
dr ove to the base line and let
go a 5 foot turn around jump
shot but the ball was des tined
to go astray . Tech Club rebounded, reversed direction of
play and finally won on a tip in
by Barry Koenemann, his 19th
point, with 45 seconds el apsed
in the period to give his team
the 49-47 victory.

Wi th the com ple ti on ofIntr amur al Baske tball the leading
teams i n competition ar e L ambda Chi Alph a and Engi neer s
Club who both fini shed second
in their league in ba sketbal l.
Sig Ep c li mbed to thi rd place
followed by Kappa Sigma and
5gers, who we r e awarded 300
points for thei r second place
effor t. Sigma Pi and Tau Kappa EpSilon bring up 6th and 7th
place s r es pec ti ve ly to exe mplify the fr aternity dominated
fie ld.
In the coming volleyba ll season four team s in the top seven
have potenti ally winning teams .
Lambda Chi, Engine Club, Sig
Ep, and T eke could come out of
the tournament in a much better pos ition in the ove r all s tandings. And Phi 'Kappa Theta,

What keeps dynamic young
engineers like Jim Bregi and Jeff Quick
at Ford Motor Company?

(I·Char·Eve
STEAK HOUSE
We s,erve the greatest
steaks in town.

'~They

tell us to do it ... not how to do it!"

Cur barbecue is
real soul food. '
~very

Sunday
(11 to 4 p.m . )
Y2 Fried chick~n,
a potatoe, gravy
and slaw for
only $1.65
Why should we be
modest when we know
we top"em all?

EL·CHAR·EVE
STEAK HOUSE

"The real world is out here," says
. Jeffrey Quick, Product Design
Engineer in our High Performance Engine Department. "These
aren 't academic problems ... not
when you've got someone waiting
for a so luti on! "
"My job is to make Jeff's designs work ," says Jim Bregi,
Manufacturing Engineer at the
Dearborn Specialty Foundry.
"Between us, we have a lot of
responsibility, but that 's what
makes thi s job so challenging ."
After only thre e ye ars with Ford
Motor Company, Jim is Supervisor of Foundry Faciliti es w ith a
section of eight people working
for him .. ' including three gradu-

ate engineers. His day might include anything from solving a
problem in thermo-dynamics to
helping hire a new engineer. "I
don 't know of another job that
would have allowed me to move
ahead as fast as this one,"
"They' re completely flexible ,"
says Jeff. "Whether it comes to
trying something new or changing job assignments, You get to
pl aya part in your ow n destiny. I
see peopl e getting ahea d fast ...
I WOUl dn't be here unl ess I we re
sure I co ul d, too ,"
Th e re a re opportuniti es to
"mo ve ah ead " in eve ry fi eld of
engineering at Ford Motor Company, If you want to put your en-

(ROLLA'S FINEST)
SCHWEISS

although 12th in the current
standin gs, could ve ry possibly
win all the mar bles and move up
to the top fi ve in the standings.
Engine Club, last ye2 r' s
winne r , returns on ly two starters to thi s year 's squad and
could be in trouble for replacements . Teke , who c ame from
nowhere last season to finish
second, has lost two s tarters
as well a s its team coach and
captain.
P hi Kappa Theta appears potentially the st r onges t with all
but one of its te am r eturning,
four of whom played on their
championship team two year s
ago . Phi Kap took third place
last season.
Ove r all, look for the intramural s tandings to sc r amble as
well as tighten up in the coming
volleyba ll seas on, which begins
Monday , F eb. 9,

Ford Interviewer Will Be On Campus

Hiway 63, South
364-9900

February 17,18,1970

gineering degree to good use, see
our recruiter when he visits your
campus . Or contact Mr, Rich ard
Rosensteel, College Recruiting
Department, Ford Motor Company, American Ro ad, Dearborn,
Michigan 48121. An equal opportunity employe r,

• . . has a better idea
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Miner Tankmen Take Two;
Down Principia, Wash. U.

Grappless Lose ·DoUJJle DualBy

By John Poge
The Miners' swimming te am
has left its mark at its las t
two mee ts again s t Principia
and Washington University.
UMR won both meets.
In the four hundred yard
free relay against Principia,
Marshall, Steinne rd, Killoran and Willi ams got seven points
for UMR with a time of 3: 38
as opposed to Principia's team
with 4:05.7.
In the fifty yard medley relay, Richardson, Marshall, Duffey, and Williams won another
seven points for UMR by beating Principia' s quartet with a
time of 9: 11.3 as opposed to
9:50.4.
In the one thousand yard free
style, UMR got one pOint for
Helewege coming in third with a
time of 13:28.6. The other
eight points for the event were

won by Principia for a first
and second finish.
In the two hundred yard free
style, Killoran's first place
time of 2:07.6 and Kreutz's
second place finish gave UMR
eight points.
In the fifty yard free style,
UMR received eight more points
for Filgers first place finish
and Roche's second place time.
Principia took third place.
In the two hundred yard individual medley UMR's three
points were gained by William's
second place finish.
In the one meter diving event Duresky's first place point
total of lI8.55 was followed by
Trapps second place count and
was good for eight points.
In the two hundred yard butterfly, UMR received six
points for Duffey's first place
finish and Hampel's third place
time.
In the one hundred yard free
relay UMR picked up five pOints
for MarshaH's first place
finish. In the two hundred yard
backstroke, UMR got six points
for Richardson's first place
time of 2:33.3 and Ellis's third
place 2: 55.4. In the five hundred. yard free style tlMR gained
only three points for Kreutz's
second place finish. In the two
hundred breast stroke UMR received four paints for Foster's
second place tim e and Niesen's
third place fini s h.
The fin al score of the meet
was UMR sixty-four and PrinCipi a thirty-eight.

Agains t Washington Uni versity , UMR's team of Killoran,
Mar s hall , Steinnerd and Williams took first plac e honors
for the four hundred yard medley.
Four paints was given to
UMR for the thousand yard
fr ee style with Kreutz's second place time of 12:38.5 and
Hellewig's third place finish.
UMR recei ved another four
points for the two hUhdred yard
free style with Killoran's second place and Roche's third
place finish leading the way.
Five points were awarded
UMR for William's first place
in the fifty yard free style. The
other four paints were given to
Wash. U. as Dennis took second place and Sounders finished third.
UMR received another five

points in the two hundred yard
individual medley for Marshall's first place finish. Three
points were given to UMR for
Trappe's second place in the
one meter diving event.
UMR was awarded four
points for Kreutz's second place
finish. Hampel took third in
the event.
Six pOints were
added to UMR's total as Williams took first and Steinnerd
third. UMR picked up eight
points in the two hundred yard
backstroke with Killoran's first
and Richardson's second.
Kreutz finished second in the
fi ve hundred yard free style for

three UMR points.
Finally UMR got five points
in the two hundred yard breaststroke for Marshall's first
place.
The final score was UMR
fifty-four and WaShington University fifty.

NOTICE
There will be a baseball meeting on Wednesday,
February 18, 1970 at 7 p.m.
in the classroom of the
Multi-Purpose Building.

On January 10th, the young
Miner mat-men bowed to the
more established and experienced schools in their first
double dual meet. The marathon took place in Springfield
with Springfield, Rolla, Fort
Hayes State, and Kansas State
(a big eight school) competing
in what is called a double dual
meet.
Rolla took on Fort Hayes
State in the morning and was
out-wrestled 34-8. LesRobertson (134 lb.) won by forfeit
and Gary McAlpine, who had
the best team record at date,
3-1, won by decision. These
two gave the Miners their points
in the match.
In the afternoon, Rolla
clashed with the big eight Kansas State only to get zipped
44-0. Coach Keeton felt his
boys gave a good shOwing, con-

Bob Hurt leads
UMR Statistics;
Deaver Returns
Bob Hurt continues to pace
both the Miner scoring and rebounding. The 6- 3 forward is
averaging 16.1 pOints per game
and grabbing rebounds at a 7.4
per contest clip. The Miners
ha ve also been helped by the
return of Randy Deaver. 6-5
sophomore forward, Deaver
was injured in pre-game warmups against Southwest Missouri
in early December and has not
seen action Since then. The
lanky forward played about a
quarter In the Monday's 100-66
loss to the Bears in Springfield,
Eric Gredell has seemingly
refound the scoring touch and
has taken over one of the starting forward poSitions. Gredell
is denting the nets at a 7.4
points per game pace. Rodney
LeGrand and Rex Medlock round
out the starting lineups.

Rolla I Downs
T.J. Dolls For
B-Ball Title
In the girls intramural
championship, Rolla 1 defeated
T. J. Dolls 22-19 Ina close ballgame. Vickie Hosfeld tallied
10 points for the victors while
Jan Briedert and Jan Piefer
scored 6 and 5 points, respecti vely for the Dolls. The
half-time score was 13-12 in
favor of Rolla 1.
Coach Van Nostrand was
pleased with the girls basketball tournament and plans tCJ
expand the girls intramural
program to encompass more
sports. About the championship
game, he commented, "The
play was exceptionally good for
woman's basketball. I hope
the girls enjoyed it as much
as the spectators."

$ $ $ SA VE $ $ $
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY

Me rk Wurtz

sidering the opponents, and
gained some .. experience'" by
wrestling both of these fine
teams.
February 7th, the Miners
met the Missouri Valley Vikings for the first home game
since the semester break. The
contest ended in a tie as both
teams wrestled to 19-19 deadlock.
At the finish of the first four
matches, Rolla held a 13-5 lead.
In the first match, David Zale
(118 lb.) made many fast, quick
moves to put a pin on his opponent In the first period.
The third match demonstrated hard, strong wrestling
as Les Robertson (134 lb.) won
by deci sian wi th a score of 9-0.
Leonard Thompson (142 lb.)
in the fourth match, won by forfeit as his opponent failed to
make his weight. However, an
exhibition match was held between the two and Leonard proved his ability as he pinned his
opponent.
The Vikings took the next
match in a decision (1-0). Mike
Richardson (150 Ib .), for the
Miners, and Ron Singleton displayed hard contact, fast action,
and tough wrestling. However,
Singleton got an escape to gi ve
him his only point and the Vik-

ings three paints.
The most exciting and hard
fought match of the event was
held between Jack Myers
(158 lb.) for the Miners and
Larry Kuhn for the Vikings.
Both wrestled very hard aJ)d
Jack exhibited some excellent
moves to make a thrilling
match. At one point, Larry
Shumate was thrown off the
mat onto his head. Both wrestlers showed exhaustion during
a time-out, called towards the
end. When time ran out, the
score was 6-6, but the referee
awarded Jack two points togive
him a deCision, by a score of
8-6.
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Viking power describes the
next three m atche s as the seventh match was won by pin.
The eighth match was won by
decision, which tied the meet,
and the ninth was also won by
decision, which gave the Vikings a 3 point lead.
Heavyweight Gary McAlpin
was the only hope for either a
tie or win for the Miners. Both
opponents wrestled hard and
tough, with the Viking man playing more a defensive match to
keep from a pin when Gary tallied five pOints. ThusGarywon
by decision, 5-0, and the
Miner- - Viking meet was battled
to a tie.

NOTICE
st. Pat's Board Benefit Movie
"Texas Across The River"

A
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'-- Also -3 Pink Panther Cartoons
.,(.

Uptown Tneatre

Wed., Feb. 11th

6:30 & 9:30 P.M. Advance
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Alex Pizza Palace
Alex's Pizza Palace is a restaurant you willflnd very POPular with the UMR student body. They feature Pizza that
will appeal to the most discriminating appetite, Cleanliness
prevails throughout the kitchen and dining area and eve r y
precaution is taken to see that you get food prepared under
the most sanitary conditions.
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Enjoy yourself, please your friends or entertain business
connections at Alex's Pizza Palace.

·moroUJ
,recelvl

Faultless service and excellent selection are yours when
you dine at "ALEX·s." We suggest that for a real dining
pleasure you visit Alex's Pizza Palace often. The address Is
122 W. 8th Street in Rolla. Open4p.m. till 2 a.m. seven days
a week. Call 364-2669 for immediate delivery toyour door.
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New Official UMR Class Rings

STUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES
Open 9 to 8 Monday Thru- Friday - 8 to 6 Saturdays
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All fr eshm en who are
inte r ested in participating
i n any of the spring sports
(baseball, tr ac k, golf, tenni s) mu st take the ACT
Test if they have not done
so in orde r to be eligible .
These te st s are administe r ed through the UMR
Guidance Office.

TOP HAT -lOUNGE
T.G.I.F. HEADQUARTERS
MICHElOB ON TOP
609 ROLLA STREET
ABOVE A.B.C. BOWLING LANES
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Winfield AII·American Pick
by Bi" Horsford
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The 1969-70 UMR football
team has already recel ved a
fantastic amount of praise and
· nev.spaper coverage. both in
this paper and commercial papers throughout the state. Many
features of the Miner team were
justifiably honored. such as the
Golden Horde, one of the best
defenses in UMR history, the
record breaking performances
of quarterbacks and runners,
and the outstanding overall record which the team compiled.
'One of the most outstanding

of Frank's plays were rated
better than a 2.0. This means
that Frank rarely if ever made
a mistake on a play, whether a
missed block or a blown signal.
This accomplishment assumes
heroic proportions when you
consider the type of mobile
stunting defenses. and quick,
tough players against whom
Frank competed.
The coaches are lavish in
their prai se of Frank. Coach
Burr Van Nostrand stateu.
"F rank is probably one of the
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All. American Frank Winfield (No. 71) charges
the line.
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the Intelligence . All Frank
needs is for one of the professional teams to give him anopportunity to demonstrate his
talents. About the only factor
working against him is the fact
that he did not play for one of
the tr aditional national football
powers.
Because of the individual
honor which Frank recei ved, the
entire system of UMR football
recei ved great impetus, Prospecti ve students who are also
football players will be favorably
impressed with the
Miner program and attracted to
the school. As Coach Allgood
stated, "Frank's se lection will
provide a real boost to our whole
program."
When Informed of the fact
that he had achieved the tremendous honor of being named
to the All-American team,
Frank Winfield was initially
surprised, and then gave credit
to his teammates and coaches.
He is grateful to Coach Keeton,
a hard taskmaster. but a great

Athletic Sucess Boosts
Centennial Atmosphere
UMR's centennial year has
seen a tremendous resurgence
In athletics at the University of
Missouri, Rolla. Both on the
varSity level and the intramural
level, the amount and quality of
sports has shown an Incredible
increase. Due large ly to the new
Multipurpose Building, a tremendous variety of sports can
now be offered to the varsity
and even the amateur athlete.
The quality of the faCilities is
matched In only a few places
In the United States.
This r esurgence has already
shown itself in the exceptional
r ecords of the squads participating on the varsity level. The
football and basketball teams
have both posted records that
aid and inspiration to Frank
during the season.
Frank Winfield, only the second UMR player to be named
to the Kodak Coaches AllAmerican football team, deserves congratulation for his
outstanding performance,. both
tor himself, his team. and his
school.

are commendable and in many
cases recoru-breaklng. Swimming and wrestling squads UDder excellent coaching have
done outstanding jobs in their
first year of competition.
UMR's total athletic composure
bas benefitted greatly under the
auspices of its outstanding athletic staff.
Randy Deaver is back In action for the UMR basketball
team after missing several
games due to a knee injury.
The Miners still have an opportuni ty for a good season in
the confe rence and overall as
the team has gained experience
and faces the weaker end of the
MIAA.
Spring sports will soon be In
full swing. and the Athletic department would like .to encourage students that participated In
high school varsity athletics to
tryout for these sports. Many
superb athletes that go unnoticed in the Athletic department's recruiting efforts have
done excellent jobs In the past
and are always a welcome sight
to the coaches.

'.

•
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Some office jobs
are more interesting
than.others.

ie

1 verypop-
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accomplishments Of UI" wnole
season has scarcely been touched upon and is virtually unknown
on campus. For only the se· cond time in the hlstoryofUMR
athletics, the Miner football
·team has placed a man on the
..Kodak first team All-American
squad.
..
The Kodak squad is picked
nationally by the coaches of
American and as such is an extremely prestigous award. It
Is one of the guidelines which
the professional teams use to
determine whether or not a par' ticular player should be drafted.
•
The Miner chosen as first
team All-American and ranked
as the best In the nation at his
- position was not one of the gla• morous runners or passers, or
~ receivers. Frank Winfield. unsung hero of the Mine r team
was chosen as one of the two
· best guards in the nation. This
-may come as a shock to the casual fan, but the coaches and
fellow players of F rank Winfield recognize his great ability.
The other coaches and defensive players around the circuit
can testify to the effectiveness
of Frank's offen.sive performance.
It is very difficult to accurately evaluate the performance of an interior lineman.
especially a guard, but the rating system used by Coach Allgood paints an impressive picture.
Each player is rated
on every play by the coaches,
who use the game films. The
grading system ranges from Oto
4. A two signifies that a player has performed the task assigned to him capably on the
play. A three is awarded for
an outstanding play while a 4 is
used only for a spectacular individual performance. On this
rigorous scale, Frank Winfield
averaged a 2.4. This figure
means that j!lroughout the season, F rank did his job as assigned almost perfectly. 96%

strongest blockers the MIAA
h:.., ,wer had." Coach Alle'ood
added, . 'I guess r slioufdjfrt
have favorites, but Frank has
always been one of mine."
Les C lark, who carried the
ball 206 times this year. most
of them behind the fine blockIng of Frank Winfield, would
be among the first Lto acknowledge' that much , qf his success was due .to fli'e holes which
Frank opened up for him.

In the old days if a man wanted to be an executive
and craved adventure too, he could skipper a
clipper ship.
Today .. , the clippers are gone. "
but the supersonics are here. And
swashbuckling executives still get
their chance,
That's maybe a million bucks
worth of plane. And when
you fly it the responsibil·
ity's all yours.

or roll at 1,40 0+ mph, try for Officer Training
School afte r you graduate from college. Also, reo
member the nice idea of yourself, an Air Force pilot,
captain of all you command, getting to visit foreign
ports li ke the c lipper captain of yore,
An Air Force officer's life is a great life!
Why just be skipper of a desk?

i~~~~~~~~~~~--------'

I
I
If you 'd like to mul l I
that ove r every I
I
time you bank
I
I
I
I
I
I

Box A. Dept. SCN 72
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
NAME

AGE
PL EASE. PRIN T

CO I I.EGE

PH ONE

GR ADU AT ION OAT E
ADDRE SS

C IT Y

STATE

Z IP

I UNDERSTAND THERE IS NO OB LIGA TI ON .

UMITED
STATES AIR FORCE .J
______________

Frank Winfield
Frank i s originally from
Kansas City . He filled one of
the tackle spots on the Kansas
City Central High team for four
year s . In his senior season he
was selected to the all-public
league . He played guard. for
the Miners, of cour se. but his
~xcellent performance on the
field continued.
In addition to being named
to tt.e coaches All-American
team. Frank also. of course,
r eceived All-MIAA ranking.
The only goal remaining on
Frank's football horizon is selection in the pro draft. This
would be the ultimate honor for
the 6' 240 pound guard. Frank
definitely has the size and speed
for the job. His graduation from
one of the toughest colleges In
the country proves that he has

~ --~------------------------~--~--~~~
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Queen Candidates Nominated For Military Ball
(Continued trom Page 3)
Rosemary Curran
Raiders
The 1970 Raider M1l1tary
Ball Queen candidate Is Rosemary Curran, a 5'3" auburnhair coed from the University
ot Missouri at St. Louis. Rosemary graduated from St. Thomas AqUinas High Scbool In
1968, and was awarded tlrst
prize In the St. Louis High
School Fine Arts festivaloftlnt
same year. Now a Freshman
at UMSL, Rosemary Is majoring
I n Secondary Education and
plans to join the Volunteers In
Service to Amertca (VISTA) to
work In either Appalachia Or
on a South Western American
Indian reservation.
BonrUe Louise Bourgeois
MRHA
Miss Bonnie Louise BourgeoiS will represent the Mens
Resident
Hall ASSOCiation.
Bonnie Is a lovely 5'8" browneyed brunette from St. Louis.
She Is currently enrolled as
a freshmen at Forest Park
Community College majoring in
Dala Processing. She Is active In the Newman Center and
despite being one ot ten children and also working, she
maintains a "B" average.
BonrUe graduated from RosatlKaln High Schoolatter four very
active years. She was quite
active In Junior Achievement
and was chosen by her center

as a
candidate for Junior
Achievement Coronation Ball
Queen. She loves to sing and
dance and she makes most of
her own clothes. Her favorite
sports are volleyball, swimming, gol! and horeseback riding. She also loves UMR party
weekends.
Anne Elizabeth Smith
Pershing Rifles
Pershing Rifles, Company
K-7, is proud to present Miss
Anne Smith, Honorary Commanding Officer ot Company
K-7, as their candidate for the
1970 Military Ball Queen. Five
foot three, blue eyed Anne Is
a UniverSity ot Missouri-Rolla
freshman majoring in computer
SCience, and whose hometown Is
Verona, Missouri.
Anne Is
an active member ot the Women's Residence Hall Association, and the Wesley Foundation.
She serves on theWRHA'sFood
Committee, and is active In the
girls' Intramural sports program. She list her favorite
sports
as
basketball and
swimming and her favorite
hobby 15 sewing. Anne was
chosen by the men of Company
K to serve as this year's Honorary Sponsor. Her cheerfUl
smile, pleasant manner, and 10vely face ba ve made her popular
with the men of the company.
They teel that Anne canproudly
serve the University ot MIssouri-RoUa, as Its 1970 Military Ball Queen.

Suzi Gara vaglla
Campus Club
Campus Club prouQIY IJresents Miss Suzl Garavaglia as
their candidate. A 1969 graduate of Roosevelt High School
In St. LoUiS, Suzl attended her
first two years of high school
at St. John's High School. She
is eighteen years old. 5'3"
tall with brown hair a nd dark
brown eyes. Suzi is currently
a ttendlng the Jewish Hospital
School ot Nursing •• She will
graduate as a registered nurso
in January ot 1972. Suzl has
been to Rolla tor previous I2rty
weekends a nd says she Is thankful to UMR tor providing some
very happy memories.
Karen Lu Keaton
PI KaPI2 Alpha
PI Kappa Alpha proudly present Miss Karen Lu Keaton as
their M1l1tary Ball Queen candidate. Karen Is a petite 5'2"
ha vlng brown hair and hazel
eyes. She Is a junior at the
University of Missouri-Columbia and Is a member of
the Delta Delta Delta sorority.
Karen Is majoring In elementary educa tion and is on the
first honor roll. She Is Interested in all sports,especially
baseball. Having a very friendly
outgoing personality, the men of
Pi KaPI2 Phi teel that sbe will
make an outstanding Queen for
this years M1l1tary Ball.

Here ye, Here ye, Let it
now be known that from
this time forth until the
! fourteenth day of March,
all Miners s hall begin
wearing beards in honor
of the arrival of the patron saint of Engineers
- Saint Patrick.

Jan Frassrand
Lambda Chi Alpha
The men of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity are pleased to
present Miss Jan Frassrand as
their candidate for the 1970 Military Ball Queen. Jan is a 5'5"
brunette with dark brown eyes.
She is the daughter of Colonel
and Mrs. John M. Frassrand
of Rolla and Is a freshman at
UMR. This fall Jan was selected as a Brigade Sponsor
of the ROTC department and
holds the rank of Honorary LT.
Colonel. She is also a member
of the UMR Student Union Hospitality Committee and partiCipates In the girls' Intramural
program.
Donna Shelby
Acacia Fraternity
The men of Acacia Fraternity are proud to present
Miss Donna Shelby as their
1970 Military Ball Queen candidate. Donna Is !lve feet two
Inches tall with brown hair and
brown eyes. She Is currently
a ttending Forest Park Commu-

Jotta Spangler
Kappa Alpha
The Brothers at Kappa Alpha
present as their
proudly
candidate tor Military Ball
Miss Jotta Spanger.
Queen,
Jotta Is a sophomore at Drury
College In Sprlngleld, Missouri
where she Is working toward a
degree In French and Social
Sciences. She Is a member of
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. Jotta
Is a 5'3" nineteen year old
beauty from Kirkwood, Missouri.
She Is an accomplished
alto-saxophone player and loves
to water ski and horseback ride.

The Cellar Door coffeehouse
will open this week-end on F rlday and Saturday nights, February 13 and 14 from 9: 30 p.m.
to 12: 30 a.m . each night. Located at the Episcopal Parish
House, 10th and Main Streets
in Rolla, the ecumenical coffeehouse Is sponsored by the
campus ministries ot the
pro t est ant
and C alholic
churches.

205 W.

1

In keeping the centennial
year here at Rolla the Literary
Music Committee is very proud
to display in the Student Union
a selection of photographs of
past years of the Rolla campus
that has been borrowed from the
libraries collection.
You will get afeeling of pride
In your heritage here at Rolla
as you survey these photographs
of the young school through the
eyes ot one living In 1970. Although some aspects of the
"First Hundred Years" seems
humorous to liS now, no one
can say that they were not remarkably su ccessful. Here's
hoping that the nexl hundred
years can attain as high a
degree of success.

NOTICE!
Anyone Interested In running var slty track should
contact Coach Finley at the
Multi-Purpose Building.

MARTIN PRING DRIVE & 1-44
Roll ... ~1issouri 65401
Disco.; ts For Stude nts

Cruig Cnr

terco Player

ROLLA, MISSOURI
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VARSITY RADIO SHACK
221 IIwy. 72

LINCOLN -

MERCURY -

T·BIRD -

CONTINENTAL

OPEN 10 TO 1:30
les &

364-2440
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Of 100 Years

FAULKNER'S STANDARD
SERVICE

THE PUB
SCIlLITZ ON TAP

J.

Photographs

Diehl Montgomery, Inc.
All Campu s Organization s Ihal would llke to have
their meeting dales, e tc . In
the 1970-71 The ta Tau calendar pleas place the necessary Inform ation In the Theta
T au mal l box at the Student
Union or mal l to Vice Regent, Eric D. Dunning, 303
Walnut, Rolla, Missouri.
Deadline will be April I,
1970.

ann

tonlo and F red Pope, will be on
the show and the Cellar Door
coffeehouse should be a fun
place to take your date.

UMR.

NOTICE!

pr

Entertains With Slides

"The Cellar Review" from
Springfield w1l1 be featured Saturday night. This Is a folk
slnglDg group consisting of two
boys and one girl. Jim Cambier will be Master of Ceremonies this evening and also
entertain with the "Slide-ASong" slides. With group participation, these old time hit
songs should sound great. Other
folkSingers, Dennis Nardan-

Failure to comply to the
will of our patron saint
will cause the wrath .of
St. Patrick to descend
up 0 n the cam pus of

""vo
""

Cellar Door Coffeehouse

Friday night, an International Art Group combined of several young ladles from St. Louis
will appear in song and dance .
Featured also will be Warren
Rutledge and the "Slide-ASong"
slides. These are
the all-time great songs that
everyone knows and loves to
sing . Other entertainers will
be young folk singers; Judy and
Joyce Vickers and Keith Fowler.

Let it also be known
that those greeting the
arrival of St. Patrick for
the first time should
take special note to the
aove proclamation.

nity College where she Is a
freshman majoring In dental
hygiene. She is presentlr reSiding in High Ridge, Missouri.
Her favorite actl vltes Include
horseback riding, swimming,
water skJlng, and especially
UMR party weekends.
Her
warm
outgoing personality
being complimented by her good
looks and sparkling smile make
her a dellghiful queen candidate.

DRIVE YOUR NEW CAR BEFORE YOU GRADUATE I

See U. for Your Spec ial S.uden. Pay Plan
on New or Used Can.

Poym.n •• Toilor.d Whil. You Ar. in School and Ouf.
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